SLIM SPURLING’S LIGHT-LIFE TECHNOLOGY
USER’S GUIDE – INTRODUCTION
By Cal Garrison

BACKGROUND – GEOBIOLOGY AND DOWSING
Slim Spurling has worked in the field of subtle energy all of his life. Long before this man invented the Light-Life™ Tools he gained acclaim as a Geobiologist and dowser. Geobiology, the study of the influence that “Earth Energies” have on every living thing, is based on the understanding that the earth is permeated with energy lines, or meridians, of electromagnetic energy. These invisible meridians pass right through matter and have either a positive or negative influence on the environment and the people and systems inhabiting it.

Since man is an electromagnetic creature, every cell in the human body is like an electrical battery. In the presence of negative frequencies, our bodies respond by getting sick, or angry, or depressed. These energies, or what Geobiologists refer to as “Geopathic Stress” are the cause of 90% of all illness on the planet - and they impact everything in a way that makes it difficult to maintain harmony in our lives.

Slim’s fieldwork and research into the way negative frequencies operate led him to develop blocking and clearing techniques that virtually nullify their destructive effects. As he became more familiar with these subtle energies Slim discovered that they can be changed or transmuted from negative to positive using very simple dowsing methods. Those methods are described in detail in, “Slim Spurling’s Universe; The Light-Life™ Technology – Ancient Science Rediscovered to Restore the Health of the Environment and Mankind”

THE LIGHT-LIFE™ TECHNOLOGY
Slim’s early awareness of the existence of subtle energies grew into a deeper understanding of their impact. Reich’s Orgone research provided more insight and so did Tesla’s work. At around the time Slim became acquainted with their writings he began doing experiments with a device known as a Caduceus Rod. Those experiments formed the basis for the discovery of the Light-Life™ Ring and the Light-Life™ Technology that has evolved out of it.

The Light-Life™ Tools are based on principles of quantum physics, Sacred Geometry, and harmonic frequencies of light. Fifteen years of hands on fieldwork and testing have shown that these tools have the capacity to clear up planetary pollution and restore health and harmony to Mother Earth and all of her people.

Slim Spurling developed the Light-Life™ Tools to facilitate;
1) Environmental clearing
2) Air pollution clearing
3) Alternative agriculture methods
4) Water improvement
5) Insect control without sprays
6) Beneficial insect proliferation
7) Energy balancing
8) Alternative health methods
9) Personal self-care
10) Computer radiation reduction
11) EMF pollution reduction
12) Enhancing fuel efficiency
13) Improving both personal life and business

Slim has a worldwide network of over 5,000 trained practitioners.

SLIM’S NEW BOOK “SLIM SPURLING’S UNIVERSE”

At one time in the far distant past the Earth and every life form on it existed in a state of peace and harmony. This perfect order got disrupted by some force in human nature that caused mankind to dishonor Mother Nature and exploit all of her resources. For reasons that no one fully understands, we forgot that we were put here to protect and preserve the world around us. As a result, the entire planet is now in the throes of a major crisis to which there appears to be no solution.

In 1991, after long years of research in the field of subtle energy, Slim Spurling developed a device now known as the Light-Life Ring™. With no idea where this discovery would lead him, Slim conducted experiments and found that it seemed to heal a wide variety of conditions. The original Ring soon evolved into a broader based technology. Fifteen years of application at the grass roots level have shown a growing number of people that the Light-Life Technology™ has remarkable effects on air, water, and soil pollution. Not only do the Light-Life Tools™ have the capacity to clear up 80% of the pollution on the planet, they also appear to cure illness and raise human consciousness.

“Slim Spurling’s Universe” is the first written record of the research and discovery process that led to the development of the Light-Life Tools™. In these pages you will find out why this technology works and how to apply it. Since the tools are known to
have limitless applications, scientists and laymen alike will be able to take this information and find countless ways to put it to use.

The wish to make things better here, along with his own need to fulfill a deep sense of purpose, have funded all of Slim’s research. The information in this book has the potential to change the world and benefit mankind as a whole. If applied widely this knowledge will allow your children, your children’s children, and all the generations that follow to live in an environment that supports and sustains the well-being and full unfoldment of every living thing. “Slim Spurling’s Universe” holds one of the keys to what the future of this planet might be like if we as individuals are willing to stand up and take responsibility for it.

From his early beginnings back in Aberdeen, South Dakota, Slim’s life has been quite a ride. This remarkable man is tuned into life in a whole different way. He is a walking, talking, living example of whatever it is about the American “Pioneer Spirit” that we have lost touch with. Slim is also a visionary and a genius, who has known since he was a child that anything is possible.

Who could believe that it would be a “Hillbilly Cowboy” from the Northern Plains who would be the one to develop the technology to clear up 80% of the pollution on the planet? “Slim Spurling’s Universe” is a documentation of a lifetime of research that up till now has only been passed on orally in workshops, seminars, and conferences all over the world.

What’s inside these pages is the first written record of everything Slim Spurling has done.

**Excerpts from the book:**

To read excerpts from the book go to [www.slimsuniverse.com](http://www.slimsuniverse.com).

**THE LIGHT-LIFE RINGS**

At first glance Light-Life™ Rings look like two pieces of twisted wire that have been plated and formed into a circle – but there is more to them than meets the eye – because Slim uses ancient measurements known as *neter lengths* in the construction of all of his tools. A full explanation of what neter lengths are all about would require more page space than we can allow. Suffice it to say that the ancients were better informed about the true nature of this reality than we are! Put simply, neters are “codes” for the specific wavelengths or frequency lengths that Spirit employs to manifest here in 3-D.

There are nineteen *known* neter lengths that have come down to us. More likely there are sixty-four, but so much ancient knowledge has been lost or hidden, nineteen are all we have to work with at this time. These measurements have been preserved in the
structure of The Great Pyramid and in many of the sacred sites all around the world. They can also be extracted through a thorough study of the circumferential, radial, and diametric proportions of the Earth. Each of these sacred measurements holds frequencies that embody different functions or qualities of Spirit.

At this point Slim works with the Sacred and the Lost Cubit neter lengths. When two pieces of wire are cut to either of these lengths, twisted in a particular way, and formed into a ring, something miraculous happens within the circumference.

As we continue to talk about how the Light-Life™ rings function, keep the twenty-first stanza of Merlin in the back of your mind;

“WITHIN THE PERFECT SYMMETRY OF THE CIRCLE, IS HELD THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF THE UNIVERSE. STRIVE TO LEARN FROM IT… TO REFLECT THAT ORDER.”

These words, along with the biblical quote that follows will help to further explain the miracle that happens inside the plane of every ring. In the first chapter of Genesis it says, “The Spirit of God moved across the face of the waters”. As soon as this happened God spoke into the Great Void – and when He spoke he said, “Let there be light”. These words bear a direct comparison to the ring phenomenon.

The quality of Spirit encoded in each neter length could be compared to the Spirit of God, or the male principle. The opening created when the two ends are joined together is analogous to the Great Void, or the female principle. When God spoke into the Great Void, or stirred the waters of the deep, and the male polarity united with the female polarity, it gave rise to The Word, or frequencies of sound – when The Word was spoken, and those sound frequencies began to vibrate, light was generated.

As soon as these sacred measurements of twisted wire are soldered into a circle the frequency, or quality of Spirit inherent in each neter length begins to vibrate or sing across the center plane of every ring. Research has shown that the tensor field, or the empty space within the circumference, starts to vibrate at either 144 megahertz or 177 megahertz, depending on which measurement is used. 144 megahertz, which is associated with the Sacred Cubit, is a harmonic of the speed of light in free space. 177 megahertz, which is associated with the Lost Cubit, operates on a higher octave of the third dimension and appears to vibrate at the speed of thought.

This information alone would be enough to make anyone perk up and say, “Aha! Now I can see why there’s something remarkable about these rings!” – but, there is more. The frequencies generated by the tensor effect are not confined to the ring opening. They actually form a beam or column of light that extends outward from the plane within the circumference of the wire, infinitely, in both directions! This beam
holds and transmits higher light frequencies over a distance. **Anything you aim a ring at, or place it around, or put it on, will be enlightened and uplifted by the energies pouring out of the tensor.**

Every ring is a superconductor. Research has shown that the light they generate expands the orbital radius of every electron lying in their path. This effect endows anything in that field to hold more energy, and more light. The impact of these higher light frequencies acts to displace or transmute anything within their range that is *not of the light.* Thinking about this it is easy to see why the Light-Life Rings have such positive healing properties.

**Observations:**

- The rings cause water to fluoresce. These quantum light effects have been studied instrumentally and confirmed through psychic observation.
- The spectral output of light from ring treated water potentizes it and imparts a *livingness* to it. This enhances the life force when consumed by humans or when used on plants and animals.
- Taste tests show that water treated with a Light-Life™ ring is softer, cleaner, and feels purer than untreated water.
- Less is better – in drinking potentized water start with half a glass, twice daily and slowly increase the amount over a week or two. Detoxification may occur, manifesting as dark urine, diarrhea, and rashes or pustules on the skin, depending on the type of toxicity. **Take it slow,** so as not to overload the eliminatory organs. Too rapid detoxing may produce unpleasant symptoms.
- Plants appear to grow more lushly, are taller, have larger leaves, and fewer insects and pests. Animals prefer ring treated water.
- Water changes from a very acidic pH to neutral or slightly alkaline when left standing in a ring for 24-48 hours.
- Ring treated water has a lower freezing point - ice formed from it has a different crystalline structure than untreated water. Take two identical glasses of ice water, set one in a ring, and see which one melts first! The rings alter both the freezing and boiling point of water.
- The light from the ring penetrates everything in its path. Since the human body is 70% water, this light goes deep into the cells, generating positive healing effects at the cellular level. The rings appear to relax the cell membranes and allow for better oxygen/nutrient/waste transport in and out of the cells.
- Healers will notice that the rings amplify their natural abilities making it possible to give more benefit to more people in less time. Healing sessions that normally take two hours take 45 minutes with this technology. Chakra clearing is greatly enhanced by the rings.
• Hanging a large ring on the headboard, in alignment with the body while asleep, has a curative impact, and produces beneficial sleep patterns. People report enhanced dream states, a need for less sleep, and wake up feeling refreshed and alive. Any configuration of rings placed under the mattress, or under the bed alleviates chronic pain and in some cases has produced miraculous healing effects.
• Standing or sitting in the ring field while working or meditating increases energy and clarity levels.
• The beam effect makes it possible to do healing work at a distance.
• Aiming the beam of a ring, which is perpendicular the plane, at storm clouds as a tornado or severe storm approaches reduces the severity of impact and in some situations will make threatening weather patterns disappear altogether. **Do not use on clouds** unless they exhibit a gray-green color.
• One clairvoyant reports that the combined use of a Light-Life™ ring with an Acuvac Coil and a Feedback Loop placed around any container of water imparts the most **peaceful** liquid aura he has ever seen.
• Rings placed on or around computer equipment eliminate EMF transmissions - they reduce and sometimes actually repair computer problems.
• Any mechanical device responds to the ring field in a positive way. A small ring on the gas cap of your car, and a big ring in the trunk, over the gas tank, increases gas mileage. Rings on the engine hoses reduce the need for repairs. Rings on the car seat make it possible to drive long distances without fatigue.

“One size does not fit all” when it comes to life or the Light-Life™ Tools - so Slim makes rings in different sizes. The Light-Life™ Rings come in ½ cubit, 1 cubit, 1 ½ cubit, 2 cubit, and 3 ½ cubit lengths. The odd numbers appear to be more effective - ½ and 1 cubit rings are quite portable and can be stowed in pocket or purse. The larger rings are used for larger jobs.

Observation and common sense dictate which size to use. For instance, the circumference of a ½ cubit ring isn’t large enough to encompass the surface area of a gas tank - but the 3½-cubit size fits perfectly. If a small child has a broken arm the ½ cubit ring is big enough to place over the cast. A 1-cubit ring would be the right size to choose for a 250-pound adult with the same problem.

**“Plain Jane” Rings**

Plain Jane’s were the very first rings – all Slim’s early discoveries and original research were done with this version of the ring. Plain Jane’s are made of unplated copper wire and have no beads. Think of Plain Jane’s as the working class heroes of
the ring line. They are utility grade tools made for “tough” jobs and outdoor conditions.

These rings have a natural tendency to oxidize and turn green with age. This oxidation is an indication that there is an interface between the copper and the energies arriving from the cosmos. The copper oxide is somewhat like a step-down transformer in its action. It lowers the enormous potential of the etheric forces to a useful and manageable level. In plain English – when a Plain Jane turns green, you know it’s working!

**Gold or Silver?**

Human beings have a need to beautify things - Slim began plating his rings with precious metal because people asked him to - and because underneath all the quantum physics he is an artist at heart! Gold and silver rings show off well in the healing room. They also look better than plain copper when worn on the body.

All beauty aside, these precious metals interact with copper in their own unique way and add their own energy to the rings. Gold is solar and male in nature – silver is lunar and female in nature. The precious metals also sublimate off the copper allowing those elements to enter the system and the environment at the monatomic level, benefiting all. Recent research has shown that sterling silver and silver-plated rings are more conductive. Many healers report that silver seems to be faster and smoother in its action.

In the long run whether one chooses copper, gold or silver is a matter of personal preference. If Plain Jane’s are the only type of ring you have to work with, use them. You don’t have to have gold or silver for healing to take place. It certainly helps to have a variety of rings in your tool box – but in a pinch, any ring will do because it’s the light that comes out of them more than what they’re plated with that makes them effective.

**What about the beads?**

Nikola Tesla used spheres in many of his devices. Slim had enough respect for Tesla’s research to wonder if small spheres would enhance the ring effect. He added beads to the rings as an experiment. Psychic observation confirms that the beads loan coherence to the tensor field, give it more heft, and amplify its action.

**Sacred or Lost?**

One of the questions people ask when they want to know about the rings is, “What is the difference between the Sacred and Lost Cubit neter lengths”. The next question is usually, “How do I know which measurement to use?”
The **Sacred Cubit** length is *constructive* in nature and supports the process of integration. It holds things together and carries frequencies that resonate with the structural and mechanical aspects of the manifest world. This measurement is the one to use when you want to structure and potentize water, fortify plants, heal physical problems that are structural in nature, or improve the functioning of any mechanical system. Broken bones, sprains, fractures, skeletal misalignments, and physical injuries respond well to this frequency. The light from the Sacred Cubit informs the body about what is needed to repair and reconstruct itself at the cellular level.

The Sacred Cubit length appears to do the same thing with mechanical objects. Automobile systems, computer systems, furnace fittings, the thermostat, the water coming out of the tap, the fuse box, the cordless drill, the DVD player, the CD player - all the mechanical equipment we use in our daily lives functions more efficiently and economically when surrounded by this frequency.

The **Lost, or “Forbidden” Cubit** neter length vibrates on a higher octave of the third dimension. In April of 2000, Hans Becker discovered that this measurement fills the harmonic gap between the Sacred and Royal Cubits of Ancient Egypt. Its resonant frequency of 177 megahertz contributes to longevity and to the ability of the DNA to be changed through the power of thought, at Will. Research indicates that this neter length may have been deliberately omitted from the ancient records – and the question is, “Why?”

The Bible makes it clear that the “Forbidden Fruit” from the Tree of Life was off limits to Adam and Eve. What is less well remembered is that the Tree of Life was the Tree of **Knowledge** – and Adam and Eve were told that they couldn’t access it, “*Lest they live forever and become as Gods*”. Literal translators put forth the notion that living forever and becoming as Gods meant that humans would engage in sex and procreate. But, according to Hebrew Scripture the Tree of Life holds the keys to the Kabala, or the path to God and enlightenment. There is so much contradiction here one has to wonder what the real meaning of the story is.

The “Original Sin” in the Adam and Eve myth may be less about sex and more about the powers that be not wanting humans to discover their own divine nature. Since the Lost Cubit frequencies seem to bridge the gap between thought and manifestation this neter length was purposely hidden to disconnect humans from the knowledge that they can have anything they want just by nurturing the desire for it.

Larger forces erased this sacred number from the records because you *can’t control people who are aware that all the powers of creation lie within them*. The Lost Cubit neter length got “lost” on purpose because it carries frequencies that make bridging the gap between thought and manifestation just *part of being human* – an inalienable right, available not to a chosen few, but to *all* of us.
That’s Great - But How Do I Use the Lost Cubit?

In the last thirty years it has become common knowledge that all illness begins at the emotional or mental levels. Patterns of thought and feeling get entrenched, permeate the cells and eventually manifest in the physical vehicle as sickness. The Lost Cubit is the neter of choice when you want heal or gain insight into illnesses that stem from emotional and mental imbalances that have been locked in place over long periods of time.

Healers have found that just scanning the body with a Lost Cubit ring yields information about the true nature of the illness. Laying any number of Lost Cubit rings on the appropriate area/s of the body is another way to tune in, and the two methods can be used in tandem. Subtle forces coalesce and transmit information through the plane of the ring where it is picked up through thought, through sound, through impressions, or through visual imagery.

Sometimes these subtle energies get transmitted directly to the Healer, along with clues as to what the best method of cure might be. In other instances, the client receives the information. Something in them wakes up and is able to get in touch with whatever lies at the root of the problem. Experiences like this can be instantaneous or they can evolve in a series of treatments.

Fieldwork and hands on research have also shown that the Lost Cubit can be used as a direct manifestation tool. Simply voicing an intention into the opening of a Lost Cubit ring can make the wish come true if that wish supports the interests of your Higher Self. The power of the spoken word goes out, gets woven into the Unified Field, where all things originate, and a response is generated.

The Lost Cubit length is also excellent for distance work of any kind. For instance, if you have concerns about an individual who lives at a distance and you want to help them get in touch with what is in their highest good, you can voice an intention into one of these rings or place their photograph along with a written prayer inside the ring and wait. All the power of your wish will be carried out on a beam of light and etched into the etheric matrix. “Thy Will” will “be done” because the Lost Cubit neter length holds the code that makes it possible for thought to manifest.

All of us are part of the Great Shift that is taking place here on the planet. If the Lost Cubit information feels a little too “woo-woo” be reminded that up till now we have only been able to access 10% of what the human mind and heart are capable of. We live in a Unified Field and the higher energies pouring in from the cosmos are affecting us all, enlightening everyone to many things, including the idea that Christ Consciousness is our birthright. “Living forever and becoming as Gods” is about awakening to our own divine nature - the Lost Cubit may have been found by Hans Becker to support that process.
**Better Together**

A Sacred Cubit ring arranged concentrically inside a Lost Cubit ring considerably enhances the healing effects in any situation - more light is brought to bear on the issue, whatever it may be. This coupling of energies is well applied to longstanding or deep-seated problems that are physical, mental, or emotional in nature - every layer gets addressed. We have gained much evidence from healers in our network that this type of configuration cuts through issues that nothing else could touch.

**Ring Layouts**

Placing a number of rings on the body, over the chakras, around the limbs, under the head, and over any organ that appears to be causing distress is a wonderful healing technique. While the client lies on the healing table their entire being is bathed in higher light frequencies. Sessions should last for at least forty-five minutes and can go on for over two hours. It is normal for the person receiving the treatment to fall asleep. The healer doesn’t have to do anything except remain there with the client in an open state. No manipulation or intent is necessary – the light from the rings brings everything into balance and harmony.

This technique isn’t restricted to health issues alone. Ring layouts can be done anytime you want to center your self or bring more light in. It takes a lot of rings to do a ring layout – but if you start using these tools you will soon discover that rings are like socks – you can’t have enough of them!

**THE ACU-VAC COILS**

The Acu-Vac Coils came into being because Slim got tired of making rings one day. Wondering what he could do with the same principles and the same neter lengths he realized that a coil is just another way to define a circle. If you examine the way the Acu-Vac Coil is constructed it is easy to see that that it is just a closed loop.

The coils differ from the rings in that there is a one-way energy flow that is selectively directed along the axis of the coil. Coils function like energetic vacuum cleaners – they suck darkness, resistance and pain through the south end, transmute it, and release it as light out of the north end. The negative energy, or darkness, is converted to positive energy, or light at the “Bloch Wall”. The Bloch Wall is the point where the bead is attached to the Coil. When working with this tool the bead should be away from the body, so make sure that “The ball is to the wall” whenever you use a coil.

The Acu-Vac Coil is a wonderful addition to any household first-aid kit and a real asset in the healing room. Holding the Coil about an inch away from the problematic area, and employing a slight circular or in-and-out motion allows the vacuum effect to “couple” onto the pain. This will be felt or sensed by either the client or the
practitioner, or both individuals. After the coupling occurs the Coil may start to vibrate, or you will notice that the metal gets hot or cold. Sometimes the person you are working on will tell you that they feel the pain getting pulled out.

**The “Distance Effect”:**
As soon as any change is registered, either in the person being worked on, by the healer, or in the tool itself, keep the Coil aimed directly at the trouble spot and slowly move it outward into the auric field, in four to eight-inch increments. The research of Dr. Hartmut Muller has shown that the force of gravity is more powerful at the outer reaches of the galaxies than it is at their centers - due to the Law of Correspondences the same is true of the human biofield. The vacuum effect of the Coil increases at a distance, so the further away this tool is held from the body, the stronger the pull will be. In some situations moving out to distances of twenty feet or more is not uncommon.

What happens to the negative energy? Where does it go?
Clairvoyants report that as the pain gets sucked out of the body it appears as if black diesel smoke is moving through the Coil. By the time this dark energy exits the north pole of the Coil it looks like pure white light. There is no need for the practitioner to be concerned that what they pull out of their clients will attach to them or contaminate the healing room because that energy gets transmuted from negative to positive at the bead.

**Chakra Work:**
Chakra clearing is greatly enhanced when performed with a coil. To do this all you have to do is hold the Coil perpendicular to the Chakra and wait for change to register in the client, in the practitioner, or as vibration or temperature increase/decrease in the tool itself. Blockages and shut downs are opened in half the time with less effort on the part of the healer and the client. Any trauma normally associated with removing these blockages or opening these vital portals in the body is virtually nonexistent. The clearing effects are also much more noticeable and lasting.

**Anything Goes:**
The Acu-Vac Coil is not limited to adverse physical conditions. You can use a coil to pull negative energy out of any situation. Aiming the south pole of a coil in the direction of a crying baby, an obnoxious person or group of people, a piece of equipment that isn’t working properly, or any set of circumstances that is out of harmony, produces positive changes. You can even position a Coil in front of a
photograph of a sick or troubled person and expect beneficial shifts to occur in a short period of time.

**Better Together:**
A Coil can also be used in combination with a ring. The two together augment the effects of both. The light from the ring causes anything that is not of the light to come to the surface and the sucking action of the Coil removes the darkness from the situation or condition immediately. This configuration has proven to be very effective on sprains and broken bones. *Any* condition that your imagination can come up with to use this “coupling” of tools on, will respond very quickly and positively to it.

**Copper, Gold, or Silver?**
The original Acu-Vac Coils were made of plain copper. 24K gold plating was added to increase vibratory levels, speed, and smoothness of action. Later on Slim began plating the Coils with silver as well. As with the Rings, many practitioners are of the opinion that silver-plated and sterling silver coils are more conductive, and therefore superior to gold or copper coils.

Tests indicate that the copper is doing most of the conducting and therefore largely responsible for the transmission of light. Basically what the plating does is layer frequencies of gold and silver onto the copper, and those particular energies add their influence to whatever the situation might involve. Think of gold as strengthening and silver as soothing. Which one you choose to work with always depends on what the circumstances are and what the healing session requires. Use your inner guidance, or dowse, to determine whether gold or silver will work best.

**Large or Small?**
Any Coil you have on hand will work, so don’t let the fact that you only have a small coil to work with prevent you from getting the job done. If you have a *choice* about which size to use let common sense and intuition guide your decision. Minor aches and pains respond well to the small Coil. Large Coils have more horsepower, so if you have a terrible migraine headache or your whole backside is in severe pain, go with the larger size. Children and small pets can be worked on with a small Acu-Vac – adults, horses, cows, and larger beasts respond better to the large Coil.

**Lost Cubit Coils:**
Slim makes Lost Cubit Coils as well. These tools perform well in situations where pain, darkness, resistance, or negativity are rooted at the emotional or mental levels. Lost Cubit Coils seem to suck the truth about the pain out into the open. Once
brought to light, the crux of the problem can be addressed consciously and the primary issue is often released instantaneously.

Constructed with heavy gauge copper wire this version of the Coil appears to have a stronger sucking action. In my experience, its effects are immediate and often surprising. Anything can happen when you work with the Lost Cubit frequency. Working with it will teach you a lot about what you don’t know about healing and open the space for you to expand your abilities to a whole new level.

**Coil Sessions:**

When you work with a coil expect the session to last at least fifteen-minutes and up to an hour or more. Usually, but not always, a sensation of coolness will appear at the point of pain when the treatment is over. Other signs vary from individual to individual. Some people experience release in the form of expressions of grief or anger or laughter. Others recall past injuries very clearly. It’s not uncommon for the client to go into a state of bliss or feel animated and joyful. Feelings of omnipotence may prevail in which the person may not recognize personal danger. For this reason it is recommended that the person receiving the treatment stay put for the next 12 to 24 hours without needing to travel by car. If travel is unavoidable, make sure there is a designated driver to take the client wherever they need to go.

Coils can be used in Ring sessions too. Looping any version of the Coil over a Ring on an area of the body that needs more work will amplify the Ring effect and bring more light to bear on the problem. Every now and then the client may be open to the idea of having a Ring session but something in them can’t be totally receptive to the experience. When the person on the healing table is in a state of resistance it is difficult for them to allow the light from the Rings to penetrate through to the core. If the healer senses that this is the case placing a Coil between the legs, at the Root Chakra, and aimed at the top of the head, near the Crown Chakra will clear the spinal column. This arrangement acts to pull subtle forms of resistance out from the core making room for the light from the Rings to enter and circulate freely along the meridians.

**Don’t Forget to Turn it Around:**

Anytime you do Coil work make sure you turn the Coil around and place the north end on the point of pain for a minute or two. This is done because the vacuum effect leaves an opening or hole in the body. Holding the north end of the coil over that opening fills it with light and acts to seal or bandage it, insuring that darkness won’t reattach to the area.
THE FEEDBACK LOOPS
The Feedback Loops are similar to Coils in that they have a vacuum effect. The main difference between a Feedback Loop and a Coil is that the Feedback Loop not only pulls darkness, pain, and negativity out of people/situations – it sends light right back in. Whatever is removed is replaced with pure white light – immediately.

Studying the topography of a Feedback Loop, it is easy to picture how this transmutation of energy occurs. This tool is basically a smaller diameter Coil that has been curved, or turned back on itself. No longer on an axis, the south and north poles form two ports or openings that are parallel to each other. As darkness gets sucked into one port, it travels through the coil and the spin is reversed at the halfway point. A “phase conjugate mirror” effect transmutes negative to positive and only what is of the light exits the second port. This light fills whatever it is aimed at with beneficial, healing energy.

The virtues of the Feedback Loop are that, a) it replaces darkness with light instantaneously, eliminating the need to seal the point of disturbance they way one does with a Coil – and, b) its action is quicker. The beam of energy traveling through the Feedback Loop has a greater velocity than the light passing through a Coil. If you were to compare the relative speeds of both tools the Coil flows like a garden hose and the Feedback Loop is more like a high-pressure car wash hose. Some people prefer the Feedback Loop over the Coil because it “does the job” in less time and there is a money back guarantee that the point of pain or disturbance automatically gets enlightened by the action of the tool itself.

How To Work With A Feedback Loop:
To use a Feedback Loop hold the coiled portion of the tool lightly in your hand an inch or two from the point of pain. With the ports aimed at the trouble spot, gently sweep or brush the area until the coupling effect takes place. Hold the Feedback Loop where it is and wait for change to register in the client, the tool, or in the practitioner. As soon as any change occurs move gradually outward into the client’s auric field in four to eight inch increments. The distance factor applies as much to the Feedback Loop as it does to the Coil – the farther away it is from the body the stronger the clearing effects will be.

Another way to use the Feedback Loop is to hold it an inch or two from the body and sweep or comb the problem area, “patting the cat” so to speak, with light. This method is a gentle, non-invasive way to break up resistance and pain by bombarding it with positive energy. If you imagine what it’s like to go to the car wash and use the high pressure hose to clean caked on road grime and mud off your wheel hubs at the
end of mud season, this is what the sweeping motion of the Feedback Loop does to pain. It really gets right in there and takes care of business.

**In Combination:**

The Feedback Loop, like the Coil, can be used in combination with a ring in any situation you can think of to apply it to. *Both tools together* looped over a ring offer the best method for charging and potentizing water. The Ring immerses whatever you wish to heal, enlighten, or charge in a column of light, the Coil sucks all the darkness out of the situation, and the Feedback Loop replenishes everything in a way that creates a continuous flow of positive energy. This threesome can’t be beat wherever it is applied.

Feedback Loops can also be used in Ring layouts or for distance work. Just looping one over a Ring amplifies the healing effects. This method works well in situations where pain and resistance are really entrenched. Mounting a Coil on top of a Feedback Loop is another good combination and could best be described as a “*double whammy*”. Use these two tools together when you sense that *more* would definitely be better.

**Large or Small?**

As with the Coil, if all you have is a small Feedback Loop to work with, use it. Common sense and observation will tell you whether you need the smaller or larger version of this tool. The large Feedback Loops, like the large Coils, definitely have more “*oomph*” and produce amazing results in a very short period of time. The difference in effect between the two sizes is quantitative, not qualitative. The small Feedback Loops perform well and have the potential to transmute as much darkness to light as the large Feedback Loops do – but it’s like driving a CIVIC instead of a HUMMER. A good rule of thumb might be; use the CIVIC for everyday things because it’s efficient and gets you where you want to go - but when you find your self in rough terrain, or battle conditions use the HUMMER.

**THE HARMONIZERS**

Out of all of the Light-Life™ Tools Slim’s Harmonizers have garnered more attention than any of the others. The Harmonizers may well be the cream of the tool crop. The pollution clearing experiments that Drunvalo has talked about in so many of his workshops and that he has described so well in the first chapter of “*Living In The Heart*” were done with the earliest version of this tool.
The Harmonizers came into being when Slim discovered that the Rings transmit light and generate clearing effects over a distance. Extrapolating that concept he got to thinking about what might happen if he configured three rings, 120 degrees apart into one unit. At the suggestion of a clairvoyant he centered a Coil vertically inside this ring configuration. It didn’t take long for Slim to notice that this device seemed to have clearing effects on the air and the environment surrounding his basement laboratory.

Wondering if there might be a way to expand these clearing effects over an even greater distance Slim enlisted the support of frequency genius, Bob Dratch. Knowing that water is the universal solvent that connects everything in creation, they aimed Bob’s Molecular Scanner at a rain cloud and caught the frequency of the water molecule on tape. It turned out to be a good idea because when they played these frequencies into the Harmonizer the field effect of this simple little contraption expanded to a radius of fifteen miles.

In the spring of 1994 ten Harmonizer units were set up thirty miles apart from each other, all around the Denver area. Water frequencies were played into these units for one hour and by nightfall the infamous “Brown Cloud” was nowhere to be seen. Slim’s first pollution clearing experiment offered concrete proof that the Harmonizer could do exactly what he thought it could do. Weather reports the following day announced that the Denver air was so clean you could see all the way to Utah. Further experiments done in Cairo, Phoenix, Mexico City, and Cleveland produced the same results.

**How Do The Harmonizers Work?**

If you understand how the Rings and the Coils function it’s easy to figure out why the Harmonizers work the way they do. Picture three Rings, each generating its own column of pure white light, radiating out from a central point. Knowing that the light emanating from one ring clears and enlightens anything in its path, imagine what a configuration of three beams might do to the overall environment!

Seen from overhead this arrangement of rings forms six columns of pure white light that radiate outward into the environment over quite a distance – you could liken a Harmonizer to an “energetic lighthouse”. Conjoining the action of the rings with the sucking-transmutational effect of the Coil in the center of the unit allows the frequencies to circulate and fill the atmosphere. As the higher light frequencies generated by the Harmonizer permeate the etheric matrix anything that is not of the light is either transmuted or displaced, leaving everything in the environment enlightened and clear.

Slim produces Harmonizers in different sizes. Each one generates a Toroidal, or donut-shaped field of light that circulates up, down, and all around. The radius of the
field varies depending on the size of the unit, but the clearing effects are the same. These are quantum effects that impact physical systems at the atomic level.

Research has shown that the orbital radii of all the electrons in the environment are expanded under the influence of any Harmonizer. This phenomenon makes it possible for every living system lying within the Harmonizer field to hold more light. **Light is the essence of life – everything is light.** The presence of higher light frequencies increases the life force in any situation, transmutes negative to positive, and produces very subtle but beneficial effects.

For instance - carbon monoxide is transmuted into its base elements, carbon and oxygen under the influence of the Harmonizer. Singled out, these elements by themselves do no harm to the atmosphere. Air pollution is reduced because the toxic chemicals that make it up get broken down to their base elements when exposed to the Harmonizer field.

The various forms of water pollution that infest our oceans, rivers, and lakes are similarly affected.

Parasites and insects that thrive on lower levels of spectral output leave for parts unknown when subjected to this field. The paramagnetic value of depleted tracts of soil increases allowing for the retention of moisture and enhancing its capacity to hold more oxygen. Plants and crops flourish as a result – things grow better.

What applies to air, water, soil, and vegetation applies to human beings as well. People are positively affected by the Harmonizer field and it is safe to say that anything that is not of the light gets removed from the human aura. With more light shed on every issue, core beliefs and patterns that restrict growth dissolve. This makes it easier to connect physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually with that which is in our highest good. Health improves, relationships improve, everything improves - and anything that needs to change to allow for that improvement shifts accordingly as part of the process.

**Different Size Harmonizers:**

**The Personal Harmonizer:**

The Personal Harmonizer is worn on the body like a locket or talisman. It creates a Toroidal field around the human body that has a radius of five to seven feet. The energy generated by the Personal Harmonizer acts to clear the meridians and maintain balance at the personal level. It surrounds the body in a Toroidal “tuffet” or cushion of light. Bathed in this energy the person wearing this tool will notice that they feel better – they have more energy, more clarity, and a sense of inner and outer balance.

The Personal Harmonizer is produced in gold and silver and comes in a pouch with a ½ cubit Ring. The Ring is a “bonus” and can be used for anything your heart desires!
The Environmental Harmonizer:

The Environmental Harmonizer does exactly what its name says; it “harmonizes” the environment. Slim did his first pollution clearing experiments with this tool. The Environmental Harmonizer placed in the home or office uplifts everything and improves the overall atmosphere. Anything that isn’t thriving shifts – the grass gets greener, the air gets clearer, the flowers grow brighter, personal tensions evaporate, kids start behaving, and sometimes even the boss starts acting like a human being – or the space opens for you to find a new and better job! The effects are subtle but there is no doubt that the Environmental Harmonizer enhances the quality of life wherever it’s humming.

Without sound this tool maintains a field radius of 100 feet. Coupled with the frequencies on the Environmental Clearing CD that radius expands to fifteen miles. To maintain the large scale field effect position the Harmonizer between the speakers of a CD player, or place headphones around it and play the sound into it for at least two hours a day. The volume doesn’t have to be up – as long as the CD is running the frequencies will do their work. Many people choose to press the repeat button and leave the sound frequencies on all the time.

This unit comes in gold and silver and is sold with an Environmental Clearing CD and a ½ cubit Ring. The Ring can be used to close the field down if need be. This is sometimes necessary when people, pets, or visitors experience difficulty in the form of anxiety, emotional extremes, or hyperactivity adjusting to the higher frequency levels.

Placing a Ring around the Harmonizer contains the field in a vertical column of light without totally shutting it down. Doing this for periods of time and removing the ring alternately gives everyone a chance to gradually get comfortable with the new vibration rate. Eventually everyone gets used to the energy, and the Ring that comes with the Environmental Harmonizer will find its way to the gas cap, the garden hose, or the gearshift!

The Agricultural Harmonizer:

The Agricultural Harmonizer was originally intended for agricultural purposes, but it can be used to clear any large tract of land. The “Ag” is also great if you live in a metropolitan area and have a burning desire to uplift the energy in the entire city. The effects of EMF transmissions are reduced, air quality improves, crop production increases one third or more, insects, rodents, and parasites vamoose, soils retain more moisture and oxygen, trees thrive, sap production increases, wildlife flourishes – any ecosystem and every life form lying within range of an Agricultural Harmonizer benefits from it’s influence.
This version of the Harmonizer is larger and so is its Toroidal field effect. Without sound frequencies, the “Ag” covers a distance of about a mile and a half. When the Environmental Clearing tape is played into it the radius of that field expands to sixty-five miles. The sound frequencies should be running for at least two hours a day to maintain the larger field effect. As with the Environmental Harmonizer many people press the repeat button and leave the sound on 24/7.

The Agricultural Harmonizer is sold with an Environmental Clearing CD and a one-cubit Ring. The Ring will contain the field in a vertical column of light without shutting it down completely. Some people, and other life forms, can’t handle large doses of light all at once in much the same way that fair-skinned individuals are sensitive to sunlight and get sunburned when overexposed to it. As far as Harmonizer frequencies go – and this applies to the Personal and Environmental Harmonizers too – if you find that people, visitors, pets, or livestock are *fair-skinned* so to speak, and have trouble raising their vibration rate to meet these higher frequency levels, get them used to it *gradually*. Contain the field inside the Ring for periods of time and then remove it, increasing the amount of exposure slowly. Sooner or later everyone will get accustomed to things and you will be able to use the Ring that comes with every “Ag” over the water faucet, around your sore knee, or on any houseplant that isn’t doing well.

**Specialty Tools**

In the years preceding his death, Slim began to experiment with annealing the twists of copper wire that he used to form his Rings. Theorizing that tempering the wire into a flattened band would release the properties inherent in the copper in ways that might enhance its effects, he started hand-hammering what became known as ‘The BTS’ (Beyond the Sky) Rings’.

Due to the fact that the hammering widens the wire, the tensor plane in this version of the ring is thicker and more coherent. And since the annealing process creates openings at every point in the length of the twist, the small holes formed around the circumference also display the tensor effect. These Rings appear to be more powerful due to the fact that the light is more coherent and radiates laterally as well as vertically. The healers and psychics who have worked with this version of the Ring claim that it is out of this world when it comes to amplifying healing effects. If you are interested in experimenting with the BTS Rings, they are available only through Slim’s website and through select distributors.

Extrapolating on the BTS concept, and due to years of requests for finger rings, Slim created his ‘Venus Mirror Rings’. These are hammered out in the same way so that the rounded twists of wire are flattened. Made of copper, gold, and silver, and specific combinations of the three metals, there are many variations to choose from. Slim created the Venus Mirror Rings to assist people in shedding more light on their
As yet, there is no hard scientific proof that they can do what they lay claim to, but field reports from experimenters in Slim’s network suggest that these rings are very effective when it comes to releasing the blockages that prevent us from being ‘one with other’. As with the BTS Rings, the Venus Mirror Rings are only available through Slim’s web site and through select distributors.

In some of my last conversations with Slim, he told me that he had begun to experiment with three and four twists of wire, instead of two. The idea came from one of the men who worked in the shop with him. At the time, Slim decided to call that ring the ‘Freedom Ring’ but his death interrupted its development and there are very few reports on what it can do. Where that project will go is up to fate and time at this point.

If you have an interest in finding out more about Slim’s experimental tools check out his web site; www.slimspurling.com

Feel Free To Experiment, Use Your Imagination, and Be Creative With ALL The Light-Life™ Tools

What is written here is just a smidgen of what there is to say about Slim Spurling’s Tools. None of it is written in stone. These remarkable devices are a gift to all of us and like any gift, they are yours to discover and do anything you want with. Over the years it is the people in Slim’s network who have uncovered new ways to use them. Now that you have a general idea of what the Light-Life™ Tools are about, try them for your self. Observe well and pay close attention to your experience. As you become more and more familiar with them you will find that there is no limit to what they can do.